Humans spontaneously attribute a wide range of traits to strangers based solely on their facial features. These first impressions are known to exert striking effects on our choices and behaviours. In this paper, we provide a theoretical account of the origins of these spontaneous trait inferences. We describe a novel framework ('Trait Inference Mapping') in which trait inferences are products of mappings between locations in 'face space' and 'trait space'. These mappings are acquired during ontogeny and allow excitation of face representations to propagate automatically to associated trait representations. This conceptualization provides a framework within which the relative contribution of ontogenetic experience and genetic inheritance can be considered. Contrary to many existing ideas about the origins of trait inferences, we propose only a limited role for innate mechanisms and natural selection. Instead, our model explains inter-observer consistency by appealing to cultural learning and physiological responses that facilitate or 'canalise' particular face-trait mappings. Our TIM framework has both theoretical and substantive implications, and can be extended to trait inferences from non-facial cues to provide a unified account of first impressions.
Introduction
Humans spontaneously attribute a wide variety of traits to strangers based solely on their facial appearance. These first impressions include judgements about trustworthiness, honesty, competence, intelligence, dominance, and likeability (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2013; Todorov, 2017; Todorov, Olivola, Dotsch, & MendeSiedlecki, 2015; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008) . These judgements are formed quickly and exert a striking influence over our behaviour (Olivola, Funk, & Todorov, 2014) . For example, spontaneous impressions from faces are thought to affect employment opportunities (Olivola, Eubanks, & Lovelace, 2014) , voting patterns (Ballew & Todorov, 2007) , and sentencing decisions (Funk & Todorov, 2013; Wilson & Rule, 2015) . Previous research has done much to elucidate the cues on which these judgements are based and to describe their social consequences (Olivola, Funk et al., 2014; Todorov, Said, Engell, & Oosterhof, 2008; Todorov et al., 2015) .
In the present paper, we consider where these spontaneous trait inferences come from and present a novel theoretical account of their origins: Trait Inference Mapping (TIM). We propose that spontaneous trait inferences can be understood as mappings between locations in 'face space' and locations in 'trait space'. This conceptualization provides a framework within which the relative contribution of ontogenetic experience and genetic inheritance can be considered. First, we contend that face space and trait space -requisites for face-trait mappings -are themselves subject to considerable environmental control. In other words, our face perception ability and our knowledge of other people's traits are both shaped by experience. We go on to assert that facial representations become associated with particular traits as a consequence of correlated face-trait experience. This learning may be heavily influenced by cultural factors including systematic differences in the ways in which individuals with different character traits are depicted in literature, film and other forms of media. Innate physiological responses play a limited and specific role in our model whereby they facilitate or 'canalize' (Waddington, 1942) the emergence of particular face-trait mappings. Before outlining our argument in detail, we briefly review the literature on spontaneous first impressions (for comprehensive reviews see: Olivola, Funk et al., 2014; Todorov, 2017; Todorov et al., 2008 Todorov et al., , 2015 . We then consider existing ideas about the origins of spontaneous trait judgements, before presenting our framework and discussing its theoretical and substantive implications.
Making trait inferences from faces
When viewing photographs of unfamiliar faces, adults spontaneously attribute a range of characteristics to the person depicted. While a wealth of spontaneous judgements have been studied, many first impressions appear to load on two principal dimensions often 
